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How is it that we can perceive, learn and be aware of the
world? The development of new techniques for studying
large-scale brain activity, together with insights from
computational modeling and a better understanding of
cognitive processes, have opened the door for collaborative research that could lead to major advances in our
understanding of ourselves.

N

EUROSCIENCE AND COGNITIVE SCIENCE SHARE THE GOAL

of trying to understand how the mind-brain works. In the
past, discoveries at the neuronal level and explanations at
the cognitive level were so distant that each often seemed of merely
academic significance to the other. Symbol processing models based
on the digital computer have been unpromising as a means to bridge
the gap between neuroscience and cognitive science, because they
did not relate to what was known about nervous systems at the level
of signal processing. However, there is now a gathering conviction
among scientists that the time is right for a fruitful convergence of
research from hitherto isolated fields. The research strategy developing in cognitive neuroscience is neither exclusively from the top
down, nor exclusively from the bottom up. Rather, it is a coevoluP. S. Churchland is in the Department of Philosophy at the University of California
San Diego, La JoUa, CA 92093. T. J. Sejnowski is at The Salk Institute, La Jolla, CA
92093, and in the Department of Biology, University of California at San Diego, La
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tionary strategy, typified by interaction among research domains,
where research at one level provides constraints, corrections, md
inspiration for research at other levels (1).

Levels
There are in circulation at least three different notions of the term
"levels," as it is used to describe scientific research, each notion
carving the landscape in a different way-levels of analysis, levels of
organization, and levels of processing.
Levels of arrnlysis concern the conceptual division of a phenomenon
in terms of different classes of questions that can be asked about it. A
framework articulated by Marr and Poggio (2) drew upon the
conception of levels in computer science and identified three levels:
(i) the computational level of abstract problem analysis, decomposing the task into its main constituents (for example, determination
of the three-dimensional structure of a moving object from successive views); (ii) the level of the algorithm, specifjring a formal
procedure to perform the task by providing the correct output for a
given input; and (iii) the level of physical implementation. Marr (3)
maintained that computational problems of the highest level could
be analyzed independently of understanding the algorithm that
performs the computation. Similarly, he thought the algorithmic
problem of the second level was solvable independently of understanding its physical implementation.
Some investigators have used the doctrine of independence to
conclude that neuroscience is irrelevant to understanding cognition.
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Fig. 1. Structural levels of organization in the nervous system. The spatial
scale at which anatomical organizations can be identified varies over many
orders of magnitude. (Left) Drawing by Vesalius (33) of the human brain,
the spinal column, and the peripheral nerves. (Right) Schematic diagrams
illustrate (top) a processing hierarchy of visual areas in monkey visual vortex
(34); (center) a small network model for the synthesis of oriented receptive
fields of simple cells in visual cortex (35); and (bottom) the structure of a
chemical synapse (36). Relatively little is known about the properties at the
network level in comparison with the detailed knowledge we have of
synapses and the general organization of pathways in sensory and motor
system.

However, the independence that Marr emphasized pertained only to
the formal properties of algorithms, not to how they might be
discovered (4). Computational theory tells us that algorithms can be
run on different machines and in that sense, and that sense alone, the
algorithm is independent of the implementation. The formal point is
straightforward: since an algorithm is formal, no specific physical
parameters (for example, vacuum tubes or c a 2 + ) are part of the
algorithm. That said, it is important to see that the purely formal
point cannot speak to the issue of how best to discover the
algorithm used by a given machine, nor how best to arrive at the
ne~~robiologically
adequate task analysis. Certainly it cannot tell us
that the discovery of the algorithms relevant to cognitive functions
will be independent of a detailed understanding of the nervous
system. Moreover, different implementations display enormous
differences in speed, size, efficiency, and elegance. The formal
independence of algorithm from architecture is something we can
exploit to build other machines once we know how the brain works,
but it is not a guide to discovery when we do not yet know how the
brain works. Knowledge of brain architecture also can be the
essential basis and invaluable catalyst for devising likely and powerful algorithms-algorithms that might explain how in fact the brain
does its job.
Levels of'oyanizntiorr. How do the three levels of analysis map onto
the nervous system? There is organized structure at different scales:
molecules, synapses, neurons, networks, layers, maps, and systems
( 5 ) (Fig. 1). The range of structural organization implies, therefore,
that there are many levels of implementation and that each has its
companion task description. But if there are as many types of task
description as there are levels of structural organization, this diversity will be reflected in a multiplicity of algorithms that characterize
how the tasks are accomplished. This in turn means that the notion
of the algorithmic level is as oversimplified as the notion of the
implementation level. Structure at every scale in the nervous system-molecules, synapses, neurons, networks, layers, maps, and
systems (Fig. 1)-is separable conceptually but not detachable
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physically. Psychological phenomena may be associated with a
variety of levels. Some perceptual states such as the "raw" pain of a
toothache might be a low-level effect, whereas attention may depend
on a variety of mechanisms, some of which can be found at the level
of local neural networks and others at the level of larger neural
systems that reside in many different locations in the brain.
Levels oj~yrocessing.This concept could be described as follows:
The greater the distance from cells responding to sensory input, the
higher the degree of information processing. Thus the level assigned
is a function of synaptic distance from the periphery. On this
measure, cells in the primary visual area of the neocortex that
respond to oriented bars of light are at a higher level than cells in the
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), which in turn are at a higher level
than retinal ganglion cells.
Once the sensory information reaches the cerebral cortex it fans
out through cortico-cortical projections into a multitude of parallel
streams of processing. In the primate visual system 24 visual areas
have been identified (6).Many (perhaps all) forward projections are
accompanied by a back projection, and there are even massive
feedback projections from primary visual cortex to the LGN. Given
these reciprocal projections, it might seem that the processing levels
do not really form a hierarchy, but there is a way to order the
information flow by examining the layer of cortex into which fibers
project. Forward projections generally terminate in the middle layers
of cortex and feedback projections usually terminate in the upper
and lower layers (7). However, we do not yet understand the
function of these feedback pathways. If higher areas can affect the
flow of information through lower areas, then the concept of
sequential processing must be modified.
The hierarchical organization typical of earlier sensory areas is not
adhered to everywhere. On the contrary, the anatomy of associatih
areas .and prefrontal cortex suggests a more "democratic" organization, and processing appears to take place in webs of strongly
interacting networks (8). Decisions to act and the execution of plans
and choices could be the outcome of a system with distributed
control rather than a single control center. Coming to grips with
systems having distributed control will require both new experimental techniques and new conceptual advances. Perhaps more appropriate metaphors for this type of processing will emerge from
studying models of interacting networks of neurons.

Color Vision: A Case Study
As an illustration of fruitful interactions between psychology and
physiology on a problem in perception, we have chosen several
examples from color vision. Similar examples can also be lbund in
the areas of learning and addiction (9) and sensory-motor integration (10, l l). Newton's ingenious prism experiment demonstrated
that white light can be decomposed into a mixture of wavelengths
and recombined to recover the white light. This physical description
of color, however, did not satisfy artists, who were well aware that
the perception of color involved complex spatial and temporal
effects. As Goethe pointed out in Zur Farbenlehre, dark shadows
often appear blue. The physical description of color and the
psychological description of color perception are at two different
levels: The link between them is at the heart of the problem of
relating brain to cognition. Three examples will be given to illustrate
how such links are being made in color vision.
The knowledge that mixtures of only three wavelengths of light
are needed to match any color led Young to propose in 1802 (12)
that there are only three types of photoreceptors. Quite a different
theory of color vision was later proposed by Hering, who suggested
that color perception was based on a system of color opponents, one
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for yellow versus blue, one for red versus green, and a separate
system for black versus white (13). Convincing experiments and
impressive arguments were marshaled by supporters of these two
rival theories for nearly a century. The debate was finally settled by
physiological studies proving that both theories were right-in
different parts of the brain. In the retina three different types of
color-sensitive photoreceptors were found, as predicted by Young,
and the genes for the three cone photopigments have been sequenced (14). In the thalamus and visual cortex there are neurons
that respond to Hering's color opponents (15). Evidently, even at
this early stage of visual processing the complexity of the brain may
lead to puzzles that can only be settled by knowing how the brain is
constructed (16).
Recent progress in solving the problem of color constancy is a
second example of converging physiological and psychological
research. Red apples look red under a wide range of illumination
even though the physical wavelengths impinging o n the retina vary
dramatically from daylight to interior lighting. Insights into color
constancy have come from artists, who manipulate color contrasts in
paintings, psychophysicists, who have quantified simultaneous contrast effects (17), and theorists, who have modeled them (18). Color
constancy depends on being able to compute the intrinsic reflectance
of a surface independently of the incident light. The reflectance of a
patch of surface can be approximately computed by comparing the
energy in wavelength bands coming from the patch of surface to the
average energy in these bands from neighboring and distant regions
of the visual field. The signature of a color-sensitive neuron that was
performing this computation would be a long-range suppressive
influence from regions of the visual field outside the conventional
receptive field. Neurons with such color-selective surrounds have
been reported in visual cortex area V4 (19); the first nonclassical
lnferotemporal
Parietal
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of anatomical connections and response
selectivities of neurons
in early visual areas of
the macaque monkey.
Visual information from
the retina is split into
two parallel streams at
the level of the lateral
geniculate
nucleus
(LGN), the parvocellular and magnocellular divisions. The parvocellular stream projects to
two divisions of primary
visual cortex (Vl): the
cytochrome oxidase-rich
regions (Blob) and cytochrome oxidase-poor regions surrounding the
blobs (Interblob). The
magnocelluiar stream
projects to layer 4B of
V1. These three divisions of V1 project into
corresponding areas of V2: the "thin stripe," "interstripe," and "thick
stripes" of cytochrome oxidase-rich and -poor regions in V2. These areas in
turn project to visual areas V3, V4, and MT (middle temporal area, also
called V5). Heavy lines indicate robust primary connections, and thin lines
indicate weaker, more variable connections. Dotted lines indicate connections that require additional verification. Not all projections from these areas
to other brain areas are represented. The neurons in each visual area respond
preferentially to particular properties of visual stimuli as indicated by the
icons: Prism, tuned or opponent wavelength selectivity; Angle, orientation
selectivity; Spectacles, binocular disparity selectivity or strong binocular
interactions; Pointing hand, direction of motion selectivity. [Reprinted with
permission from (6)]
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surrounds were found for motion-selective cells in area MT (20). If
these neurons are necessary for color constancy then their loss
should result in impairments of color vision. Bilateral lesions of
certain extrastriate visual areas in man do produce achromatopsia-a
total loss of color perception (21)-although
this condition is
usually found with other deficits and the damaged areas may not be
homologous with area V4 in monkeys.
The third example of a link between brain and cognition comes
from research on how form, motion, and color information are
processed in the visual system. If different parts of the system are
specialized for different tasks, for example, for motion or color, then
there should be conditions under which these specializations are
revealed. Suppose the "color system" is good at distinguishing
colors, but not much else, and, in particular, is poor at determining
shape, depth, and motion, whereas t l ~ e"shape systen~" is not
sensitive to color differences but t o brightness differences. When
boundaries are marked only by color differences-all differences in
brightness are experimentally removed-shape detection should be
impaired. Psychophysical research has shown that this is indeed the
case. The perceived motion of equiluminant contours is degraded
(22); form cues such as shape-from-shading are difficult to interpret
(23), and perceived depth in random-dot stereograms collapses (24).
Physiological and anatomical research has begun to uncover a
possible explanation for these phenomena (25). The separate processing streams in cerebral cortex mentioned earlier carry visual
information about different properties of objects (6, 26). In particular the predominant pathway for color information diverges from
those carrying information o n motion and depth (Fig. 2). The
separation is not perfect, however, but equiluminant stimuli provide
physiologists with a visual "scalpel" for tracking down the correlates
of perceptual coherence in different visual areas.
The lessons learned from color perception may have significance
for studying other cognitive domains. So far as we know only a
small fraction of the neurons in the visual system respond in a way
that corresponds to our perceptual report of color. The locations in
the brain where links between physiological states and perceptual
states can be found vary from the retina to deep in the visual system
for different aspects of color perception (27). New experimental
techniques will be needed to study these links when the information
is encoded in a large population of interacting neurons ( 10, 28).

Techniques and Research Strategies
Color vision is a problem that has been studied for hundreds of
years; we know much less about the biological basis of other
perceptual and cognitive states. Fortunately, new techniques, such
as regional blood flow analysis with positron emission tomography
(PET) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are becoming
available for noninvasively measuring brain activity in humans. With
these techniques the large-scale pattern of what is happening where
and when in the brain can be determined; later, as techniques with
higher resolution are developed they can be focused o n the relevant
areas to ask how the processing is accomplished.
A usehl way to get an overview of the assorted techniques is to
graph them with respect to temporal and spatial resolution. This
permits us to identify areas where there d o not yet exist techniques
to get access to levels of organization at those spatio-tempera1
resolutions and to compare their strengths and weaknesses (Fig. 3).
For example, it is apparent that we lack detailed information about
processing in neural networks within cortical layers and columns
over a wide range of time scales, from milliseconds to hours. There is
also a pressing need for experimental techniques designed to address
the dendritic and synaptic level of investigation in cerebral cortex.
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Without these data it will not be possible t o develop realistic models
of information processing in cortical circuits.
Although we nced experimental data concerning the properties o f
neurons and behavioral data about psychological capacities, we also
need t o find models that explain how patterns of activity in neurons
represent surfaces, optical flow, and objects; how networks develop
and learn, store, and retrieve information; and how networks
acconlplish sensorinlotor and other types of integration. Ideally,
modeling and experimental research will have a symbiotic relationship, such that each informs, corrects, and inspires the other.
Although many diverse kinds o f things are presented as models
for some part of the nervous system, it is useful t o distinguish
between realistic models, which are genuinely and strongly predictive of some aspect of nervous system dynamics o r anatomy, and
simplifping models, which though not so predictive, demonstrate
that the nervous system could be governed by specific principles.
Connectionist network models (29), which are simplifying models,
are typically motivated by cognitive phenomena and are governed
primarily by computational constraints, while honoring very general
neurobiological constraints such as number of processing units and
time required t o perform a task. Accordingly, they are more
properly considered demonstrations o f what could be possible and
sometimes what is not possible. Realistic models o f actual neural
networks, by contrast, are primarily motivated by biological constraints, such as the physiological and anatomical properties o f
specific cell types (30). Despite their different origins and sources of
dominant constraints, simplifying models and realistic neural models are both based o n the mathematics of nonlinear dynamical
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systems in high-dimensional spaces (31). The common conceptual
and technical tools used in these models should provide links
between two rich sources of experimental data, and consequently,
connectionist and neural models have the potential to coevolve
toward an integrated, coherent account of information processing in
the mind-brain.
The ultimate goal of a unified account does not require that it be a
single model that spans all the levels of organization. Instead the
integration will probably consist of a chain of models linking
adjacent levels. When one level is explained in terms of a lower level,
this does not mean that the higher level theory is useless or that the
high-level phenomena n o longer exist. O n the contrary, explanations
will coexist at all levels, as they d o in chemistry and physics, genetics,
and embryology.

Conclusions
It would be convenient if we could understand the nature of
cognition without understanding the nature of the brain itself.
Unfortunately, it is difficult if not impossible t o theorize effectively
o n these matters in the absence of neurobiological constraints. The
primary reason is that computational space is consummately vast,
and there are many conceivable solutions t o the problem o f how a
cognitive operation could be accomplished. Neurobiological data
provide essential constraints o n computational theories, and they
consequently provide an efficient means for narrowing the search
space. ~ ~ u a l l ~ i m ~ o r tthe
a ndata
t , are also richly suggestive in hints

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the ranges of
spatial and temporal resolution of various experiMEG + ERP
mental techniques for studying the hnction of the
brain. The vertical axis represents the spatial
extent of the technique, with the boundaries
Brain
2
indicating the largest and smallest sizes of' the
region from which the technique can provide
useful information. Thus, single-unit recording
Map
1
can only provide information from a small region
of space, typically 10 to 50 pm on a side. The
horizontal axis represcnts the minimum and maxiColumn o
mum time intervals over which information can
be collected with the technique. Thus, action
potentials from a single neuron can be recorded
with millisecond accuracy over many hours.
Neuron
Patch-clamp recording allows the ionic currents
-2
through single ionic channels to be measured.
Optical and fluorescent dyes that can reveal memDendrite
brane potential, ionic concentrations, and intra-3
cellular structure have been used with high resolution in tissue culture, where it is possible to obtain
Synapse
\ Light Microscopy
a clear view of single cells (37, 38). However,
-4
recordings from the central nervous system are
limited in resolution by the optical properties of
nervous tissue and only about 0. l-mm resolution
has been achieved (39). Confocal microscopy is a
3
2
1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Millisecond
Second
Minute
Hour
Day
recent development in light microscopy that
could be used for improving the resolution of the
Time (log seconds)
technique for three-dimensional specimens (40).
ERP (evoked response potential) and MEG
(magn&oencephaldgraphyjrecord the average electrical and magnetic activi- allow the interruption of function to be studied immediately after ablation of
ty over large brain regions and are limited to events that take place over the tissue and for a long period of time after the ablation (21, 45).
about 1 s (41). The temporal resolution of PET (positron emission Microlesion techniques make selective modifications with substances such as
tomography) depends on the lifetime of the isotope being used, which ibotenic acid, which destroys neurons but not fibers of passage, and 4ranges from minutes to an hour. It may be possible to achieve a temporal amino-phosphonobutyricacid, which selectively and reversibly blocks a class
resolution of seconds with 150to study fast changes in blood flow by using of glutamate receptors (46). Video-enhanced light microscopy has opened a
temporal binning of the gamma ray events (equivalent to the poststimulus window onto dynamical activity within neurons, such as the recent visualizatime histogram for action potentials) (42). The 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) tion of axonal transport of organelles on microtubules (37, 47). AU of the
technique has a time resolution of about 45 min and a spatial resolution of boundaries drawn show rough regions of the spatio-temporal plane where
0.1 mm with large pieces of tissue and 1 pm with small pieces of tissue (43). these techniques have been used and are not meant to indicate fimdamental
The 2-DG technique can also be applied to humans with PET (44). Lesions Limitations.
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concerning what might really be going on and what computational
strategies evolution might have chanced upon. Moreover, it is by no
means settled what e&tly are the functional categories at' the
cognitive levels, and therories of lower level function may well be
crucial to the discovery of the nature of higher level organization.
Accordingly, despite the fact that the brain is experimentally demanding, basic neurobiology is indispensable in the task of discovering the theories that explain how we perform such activities as
seeing, thinking, and being aware.
On the other hand, the possibility that cognition will be an open
book once we understand the details of each and every neuron and
its development, connectivity, and response properties is likewise
misconceived. Even if we could simulate, synapse for synapse, our
entire nervous system, that accomplishment, by itself, would not be
the same as understanding how it works. The simulation might be
just as much of a mystery as the hnction of the brain currently is, for
it may reveal nothing aboutthe network and systems properties that
hold the key to cognitive effects. Even simulations of small network
models have capabilities that are difficult to understand (32).
Genuine theorizing about the nature of neurocomputation is therefore essential.
Many major questions remain to be answered. Although some
problems in vision, learning, attention, and sensorimotor control are
yielding, this will be harder to achieve for more complex psychological phenomena such as reasoning and language. onet the less, or&
we understand some fundamental principles of brain function, we
may see how to reformulate the outstanding problems and address
them in ways that are impossible now to predict. Whatever the
outcome, the results are likely to surprise us.
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